
Bow sights are changing rapidly,
with more advancements for
2007 than you’ll see in many

other archery equipment categories
this year. As the headline says, compa-
nies are out with tougher, blade style
pins. They’ve added .019 fibers, and
some offer an even smaller .010 fiber.
You’ll see more six and seven pins
sights on the market, catering not
only to the Western hunter but to
those who want to practice at longer
ranges. TruGlo and Summit have
opted to produce sights which dis-
pense with traditional pins entirely.

Toxonics led other sight manufac-
turers in addressing what’s been the
weak link common to most fiber optic
sights. Roger and Scott Slates kept
their Metal Optic pins under wraps
until the 2006 ATA Show. The steel
pins are half-moon shaped and
grooved to carry the fiber tight against
the steel. Toxonics developed a new
logo to champion the new pins and
their durability was the focus of the
company’s trade and consumer
advertising last year.

Blade-style pins have been tried
before. Toxonics had a plastic blade
pin several years ago, Scott Slates said,
and while it was an improvement
over the rod pin in strength too many
of their bases were stripped out as
bowhunters over-tightened them.
That pin style was abandoned. 

The Dusk Devil Sights from
Montana Black Gold have been using
fin-shaped StraightAway pins molded
of nylon. Both pendulum and fixed-
pin models from Savage Systems
have long employed flag-style pins
molded of polycarbonate. However,
the Savage and Dusk Devil models
were without the wrapped or spooled
fiber optics most bowhunters have
wanted. 

Founder Roger Slates said
Toxonics had a very good sales year in
2006 with its Metal Optic sight line,

but the number one question he and
his son heard at consumer shows was
“do you have a .019 version.” 

Scott said the popularity of the
smaller fibers among 3-D shooters
has been crossing over into the ranks
of hunters. While the  younger Slates
initially had doubts about whether
that size would be bright enough, he
was pleasently surprised when he
tested a prototype. So Toxonics is
offering either pin size in all the dif-
ferent configurations. (In keeping
with this company’s Made in America
philosophy, the pins are produced by
a vendor in the United States, then
finished and assembled at the
Toxonics factory in Wentzville,
Missouri.)

This year you can get .019 Metal
Optic pins from Toxonics in every-

thing from a basic three pin sight with
molded pin guard, to a seven pin
sight that has tool-free micro adjust-
ments, a magnifying lens, and a dove-
tail extension bar with 3rd axis adjust-
ment. Toxonics had to develop new,
smaller sight bodies for the .019 pins
so you can not interchange them.
And you’ll pay a premium for the
smaller pins: the MK955 five pin
micro adjust model has a suggested
retail price of $119.99, while the
MK955-19 goes to the customer at
$134.99. I’m guessing customers will
happily pay that. You can bend a rod-
style .019 pin by pushing against it
with a twig, which is why Toxonics
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Half-moon shaped Metal Optic
pins used by Toxonics seem  no
wider than the fiber they carry to
the shooter’s view. The photo
below shows how fibers run in
grooves at the back of the steel
pins. This sight carries a magnify-
ing lens at the rear. Because the
focal point is well beyond the
pins, the target  or game animal
appears larger while the pins are
viewed at their actual size.
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used a “Fear No Twig” headline in
some ads. I don’t think you could
bend a Metal Optic .019 pin short of
twisting it with a pliers. In fact Roger
attracted attention last year at the
trade and consumer shows by jam-
ming his finger inside the guards, ask-
ing people to try it themselves. A lot of
them would cringe and jump back at
first, he said, then their curiosity
would be piqued enough to take a
closer look.

You can take a closer look at the
Metal Optic sight line for 2007 at
www.toxonics.com, or by calling for a
copy of the 2007 catalog at (636) 639-
8502.

Now here’s a run-down of other
innovative sight lines for 2007. 

Copper John
Copper John led other sight mak-

ers toward round pin guards and flo-
rescent aim rings when it introduced
the Dead Nuts line, but it didn’t follow
them in recent years toward spooled
fiber optics. The Auburn, New York
firm headed by Eric and Doug
Springer waited until the 2007 model

year to introduce wrapped fiber
optics, when it could offer them in a
new Dead Nuts 2 series that’s been
three years in development. On all
but two base models, the pin guard is
wrapped with a multi-channel poly-
mer tube housing a single wrap of
fiber. Both ends of the fiber terminate
in sight pins, so this year the firm is
selling four and six pin models as well
us non-wrapped three pin sights.

There was only 14 or 15 inches of
total fiber in the mid-priced model
Michael McGreevy handed me on the
floor of the Kinsey’s Dealer Show in
Pennsylvania, yet the pins seemed as
bright as anyone would need. “We did
a lot of research into fibers, and found
you didn’t need multiple feet of fiber
to make the pins bright,” McGreevy
said. “Even our .019 pin is incredibly
bright. And where the fiber exits the
clear protective tube, it’s protected
inside the pin guard. The pins were
round before in the Dead Nuts line.
We replaced those with this flat,
machined aluminum pin that lets the
fiber hug the pin.”

Holes tapped into the front of the

pin guard are for a new version of the
C.U.P. pin cover that will be ready
later this year, McGreevy said, but
even without it the pins should prove
more durable than on the original
Dead Nuts line. The tapped holes
near the top of the guard will also
accept a bracket to mount one of two
lights. “The blue Afterburner light has
been popular with 3-D shooters, but
lots of hunters felt it was too bright.
That’s why we’re offering a purple
Afterburner II that will light just the
tips of the pins,” McGreevy said.

When Eric Springer designed the
new hunting sight line, he based it on
a basic model that could be upgraded
during assembly with a number of
modules. That meant Copper John
could offer dozens of variations, but
he and brother Doug decided to  cat-
alog six it thinks will be strong sellers.

The entry-level Little John has
been replaced by a Dead Nuts 2
Hunter model that’s just as compact
but offers the stronger blade-style
pins for its three aim points. “It carries
a suggested retail price of $39.95, just
like the Little John used to,” McGreevy
said.

The Dead Nuts 2 Hunter Plus is a
step up because if offers a bubble
level and a longer direct mount with a
choice of three mounting holes.

The Dead Nuts 2 Hunter Pro is
what your customer will get in a basic
wrapped fiber sight from Copper

Copper John’s Al Coon helped
walk retailers though all the
changes in the hunting sights
from Copper John at the ATA
Show in Atlanta. The Dead Nuts 2
Competition above has “micro
everything” plus the new smaller
.019 pins and wrapped fibers.
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John. It’s a four-pin or six-pin model
with the fibers protected in a multi-
channel clear tube wrapped around
the sight guard.

Order the Dead Nuts 2 Micro, and
now your customer can use knobs to
micro adjust the gang windage and
elevation settings. This model also
comes with four or six .029 pins.

Four or six .019 pins can be indi-
vidually micro-adjusted for elevation
on the Supreme and Competition
models in the Dead Nuts 2 line. These
models also have  a raised “jewel” aim
ring, to set them off from the painted
aim rings on the other sights. They
also have easy to read windage and
elevation scales.

I had trouble understanding how
the third knob micro-adjusted indi-
vidual pins, until McGreevy loosened
the allen screw on the front of one.
That allowed the spring-loaded pin
block to engage the threaded lead-
screw so only that pin moved as the
knob was turned.

Supreme and Competition mod-
els both offer a precise third axis
adjustment for the mounting bar.
The bar mounts directly to the riser
on the Supreme, while the
Competition model uses a longer bar
with dovetail mounting block.

The center of the 2007 Copper

John catalog has a chart that makes it
easy to see the different features avail-
able at the different price points. For a
copy, call the central New York firm at
(315) 258-0529.

Spot Hogg
Operations Manager Cabe

Johnson and his wife Tina Johnson,
head of marketing, filled me in on the
changes Spot Hogg has made to
answer demands for wrapped fibers.
“Brighter pins was one of the most
requested things, but we had to think
long and hard about whether we
should bring out a whole new series
or introduce it as an upgrade,” Cabe
said. When you consider that the least
expensive sight, the Bare Bones,
retails for around $94, it was hard for
the Spot Hogg crew to suggest your
customers throw away their 2006 and
earlier models. Individually micro-
adjustable pins have been a trade-
mark of all the Spot Hogg sights, help-
ing to account for their higher
cost.“These are not disposable
sights,” Cabe said, “They are sights
someone can buy and know they are
going to be good for years to come.”

The solution for Spot Hogg was to
introduce Deluxe versions of its sights
that carried a fiber wrap, then to offer
upgrade kits so any Spot Hogg owner
could turn his or her sight into a
“Deluxe.” The fibers on the latter run

from the pins into a clear protective
shroud that wraps the pin guard.

“We know our prices are already
on the upper end,” Tina explained.
“We’re consumers ourselves, and we
weren’t going to make customers buy
a whole new sight to get wrapped
fiber optics.”

For a five pin hunting sight like
the top-selling Real Deal, your cus-
tomer will pay about $65 for an
upgrade kit. You’d retail the standard
Real Deal at $146, or the brighter
Deluxe version at $183.

Tina said the company was con-
cerned that the differential in price
was too high, but that turned out to
be a non-issue. She said between the
upgrade kits and the Deluxe versions,
dealers have been going for the
brighter pins by more than two to one
over the standard versions. “I haven’t
heard a single complaint about the
cost,” Cabe added this February when
I interviewed the couple at the
Kinsey’s Dealer Show.

While other companies are just
now responding to interest in the
finer .019 sight pins, Spot Hogg has
been offering them, .029 and even a
.039 it added a couple years ago for
customers with poor vision who
needed a super-bright pin. It’s the
competitive shooter who under-
stands that sometimes even a .019 pin
is too bright, Cabe Johnson said,

Circle 197 on Response Card

The popular Real Deal sight by Spot
Hogg is being joined by a Deluxe
model with Hogg Wrap (below). Only
the most basic sight, the Bare Bones,
won’t have a companion Deluxe ver-
sion in 2007.
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which is why you can now order
super-fine .010 pins with Spot Hogg
sights. “They’ll tell us they want to be
able to see their pin against that target
face or 3-D animal, but they don’t

want it to dominate the sight picture.”
Brighter pins, finer pins, and now

more pins is something you’ll find in
the 2007 line from this American-
made sight line. While Spot Hogg has
had a Seven Deadly Pins model, for
2007 you can also get the Competition
and Hunter versions of the Hogg It
with seven pins instead of five. “We
struggled with the ethics of offering
seven pin sights,” Tina said. “We don’t
want to encourage people to shoot at
game at 90 yards, but you might want

to practice at 70 or 90 yards and then
kill your animals around 50.”

The bowhunters who can hold a
tight group at 40 and 50 yards want to
be able to practice at longer distances
with their sights, Cabe added. Giving
them the extra pins to do so might be
a reality check if they see they can’t
keep a shot in the vitals. It might be
the thing that teaches them they bet-
ter not shoot unless they can get the
animal within 50 yards, the opera-
tions manager added.

Circle 139 on Response Card

Shooter’s viewpoint of a seven
pin micro-adjust Trophy Taker
sight. Below, Ruthie Lile, wife of
Trophy Taker’s Jerrod Lile, helped
introduce retailers to the compa-
ny’s improved sights and popular
fall-away rests. This 10 pin Top
Pin model uses an oval pin guard
which can accommodate the pins
and still be aligned at the sides
with a peep sight.
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Trophy Taker
Jerod Lile of Trophy Taker helped

me explore the trend toward using
more pins in your hunting sight. The
Montana-based firm headed by Dan
Evans has been selling four, seven and
ten pin sights, with the top and bot-
tom pins fixed vertically in the round
or oval pin guard. Of course Western
hunters who often spot and stalk ani-
mals in open country typically take
longer shots than treestand hunters
from the East, but Lile said Trophy
Taker doesn’t encourage people to
shoot at live animals at extreme dis-
tances. Now if they’re made of foam,
that’s another matter.

“I shoot the ten pin sight on my 3-
D bow because in the Northwest, our
shoots typically have long-range nov-
elty targets,” Lile said. “I know there’s
one that has a life-size elephant at
over 100 yards. I could just hold over it
but I like having a pin for shots like
that.” 

Lile has another reason for rec-
ommending more pins in the hunting
sights you’ll stock this year. “I will
always advocate practicing for hunt-
ing at longer ranges than your maxi-

mum effective
hunting dis-
tance,” Lile
said. “If your
m a x i m u m
effective hunt-
ing range is 40
yards, I’ll advo-
cate that you
practice at 50
and 60 yards.
The human
mind tends to
set up barriers,
like the 4
minute mile
for runners
that was
unbroken for
so long. If you
practice only
at your effec-
tive hunting
range, when
you have to
take a shot
near your max-
imum at an animal, there’s an element
of fear or tension to it. I think people
should be practicing well beyond their
effective hunting range so when they
have to take that longer distance shot,
the confidence just oozes out of

them.”
So novelty shoots are

one reason your customer
may want a seven or ten

pin sight. Practicing at longer ranges
than he hunts at to improve his hunt-
ing skills is another. Lile offered a
third. Once an animal is hit and needs
to be tracked, he wants to be able to
get another arrow into it if possible,
just to make recovery more certain.
And that may mean a hunter takes a
shot 20 or 30 yards beyond his maxi-
mum effective hunting range.

Trophy Taker
started as an arrow
rest manufacturer,
and Lile said
frankly that its 2004
introduction of the
hunting sights was-
n’t a smooth one.
The company did-
n’t have enough
experience in pur-
chasing fiber optic
fiber to get the best
product, and then
there was a learn-
ing curve associat-
ed with finding out
what type of fasten-
ers should be used
and how much heat
should be applied
as the lens was
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Black Gold’s Nathan Pitcher hands a
sheaf of sight orders to Kinsey’s
Anne Gestewitz. New this year from
the Montana firm is a 7 pin version
of the  Flashpoint. Like the model at
right, it adjusts the brightness of the
aim point for ambient light.

Cobra developed its  own version of a
blade-style steel pin and is using it to
upgrade existing models like the light-
equipped Sidewinder Radiant at left and
the range-adjustable King Cobra 3
below. All Cobra sights have a “100% No
Hassle Lifetime Warranty,” except for
fibers, which are  covered for two years.
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formed on the end of the fiber. 
“We offer a life-time warranty on

everything, including the fibers, but
some dealers may have been left with
a bad taste in their mouths if their
customers had problems with early
models,” he said. The “chassis” of
Trophy Taker Top Pin sights was a
good one from the start, and for 2007
the firm is using a fiber tough enough
to be tied into knots. Having the
tougher fiber and knowing how to
form it and mount it means the 2007
sight line is probably 10 times more
reliable than the 2004 one, he said.
One key to that was dedicating a sin-
gle employee to sight assembly,
instead of having people fill in where
needed at the plant. “If there are any
problems now, I know who to talk to,”
Lile said with a smile.

Before I headed down the aisle of
the Kinsey’s Dealer Show, I asked Lile
his view of changing tastes in pin
sizes. “We do mostly .029 fibers, but
also offer a .019 option of most of our
sights.” When I commented about the
increase in the .019 sight sales, he
suggested it’s driven by people who
see that size well in the store or during
daylight practice sessions. “Very few
people practice at first or last light,
when most of your hunting shots are
taken. For hunting situations, a .029
fiber is definitively tougher and will
give you a better aiming point.”

Cobra Manufacturing 
At the Cobra Manufacturing

booth manned by Ted McClendon,
Tracy Goodrich agreed with the view
that .029 is actually a better size for
hunting fibers. The retailer from Pete’s
Gun Shop in Adams, Massachusetts
said at least that size was “better for us
older guys.” But for 3D shooting,
Goodrich says he’ll use a .019.

The range-adjustable King Cobra
sights Tracy, his son Neil and their
friend Dan Peck were looking at now
offer both pin sizes among the four
models. The King Cobra 1 mounts a
single vertical pin inside the round 2
inch housing, fed by fiber wrapped on
an oblong spool in front. You can
specify either pin size in Black or the
Mystic splash anodize, right or left
hand.

New for 2007 is a lens-equipped

Circle 193 on Response Card
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King Cobra. Like the King Cobra 1 it
also offer no-tools adjustments but
the scope housing is tapped to accept
your choice of a 2x or 4x screw-on
lens. The lens can help competitive
shooters concentrate on the target
and hold a finer bead on it. For the
hunter, it enlarges the antelope or elk
so the pin covers less of the vitals. It
may also help a hunter pick out inter-
vening twigs that could throw a shot
off.

There’s a new King Cobra
Pendulum that wraps over 2 feet of
fiber in the metal swing. Your cus-
tomer can mark a treestand setting on
his sight tape, and let the pin swing to
automatically cover distances out to
35 yards. On the ground, he locks the
swing in place and uses the smooth
Quad-4 linkage to shoot well beyond
that range.

The King Cobra 3 has three hori-
zontal pins, so your customer can use
the slide to set it up and leave it locked
in place, or group the pins to span a
certain distance at different yardage
settings on the slide. The pins come
only with .029 fibers and are a new
design this year, a flat-metal DuraPin
rather than the rod-style pins Cobra
has used on sights in the past.

The tough new DuraPins also
have been used to upgrade the six
Sidewinder sights in the Cobra line. At
the top price point is the Sure-Loc
Sidewinder it builds under an agree-
ment with the C.S. Gibbs company.
The five-pin Sure-Loc Sidewinder has
an Iso-Grid pattern cut into the deep
pin housing that matches the pattern

on the dovetail extension bar. This
sight micro adjusts for windage and
elevation, and has both second and
third axis adjustments. Since it will
appeal to competitive shooters as well
as hunters, it’s sold with the new
DuraPins in either .019 or .029. 

The Sidewinder LX also offers the
pin size choice on its five pins, and has
micro adjust for elevation only. This
sight also uses a dovetail mount.

Sidewinder Plus comes with three

or five DuraPins, fed by spooled fiber
optics like the other models. It uses a
direct mount that incorporates a link-
age to make it easier to get the pins
centered within the sight guard on dif-
ferent bows. The Sidewinder Radiant
is a three  pin model that comes with a
UV light module to illuminate the
fibers carried along the backs of the
new DuraPins.

Responding to consumer interest
in more sight settings, Cobra is using
the .019 version of the DuraPins to
build a Sidewinder 7. But it chose to
lead off its 20-page catalog with a new
four pin Boomslang sight. While it
lacks the DuraPins, this new model
offers an all-metal sight, film-dipped
in Realtree HD Green or Realtree All
Purpose Repeat, at what is a break-
through price for a Cobra product.
The tapered metal pins go to small
spools on the shooter side of the sight
body. There isn’t a lot of vertical
adjustment range in that small body,
but the reversible bracket has been
offset to provide an increased range.
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The range-adjustable Sure-Loc Lethal
Weapon MaxST is new by C.S. Gibbs.

Cobra’s smooth Quad-4 linkage
system for range adjustments is
now the basis of a new King Cobra
With Lens (above) and a King Cobra
Pendulum (below). They come RH
or LH, in Black or Mystic.
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Sure-Loc by CS Gibbs
Cobra’s manufacturing agree-

ment with C.S. Gibbs means the
Lethal Weapon sights are now using a
deep Isogrid pin guard like you see on
Cobra’s Sure-Loc Sidewinder. The
deeper guards offer better pin protec-
tion, Charles Raeth told me at the
Sure-Loc booth, while the skeletal
Isogrid design keeps them light. “We
just had a 2 inch diameter guard
before, and now we’re offering a 1.5,
referred to as 200 or 150 in the catalog.
A lot of the guys want the smaller one
for 3-D shooting. They like the nar-
rower field of view so they are not see-
ing so much of the target, because
they say that helps them concentrate
better.”

Raeth said Sure-Loc was already
offering a choice of three fiber sizes, in
.019, 029 and .039. The fibers come
looped along the back of a Thin Pin, or
mounted as a short segment viewed
end on, on a Razor Pin where the sup-
porting metal is machined so thin it
almost disappears from view. The pins
are now carried in an improved pin
block adjusted not with conventional
six-sided set screws but with spline set
screws that are far more wear-resis-
tant. Lethal Weapon sights for 2007
have a built in Spline Wrench that’s
carried below the sight body. The
exception to that is the Special Ops
that carries spooled fiber optics.

For fans of one-pin sights, Sure-
Loc has a new Lethal Weapon MaxST.
It looks like a cross between a tourna-
ment sight for field archery with it’s
long vertical bar, and a range-
adjustable sight. Sure-Loc says it
offers the widest range of adjustments
for any pivoting sight. Raeth said how
far you’ll be able to shoot varies with
your setup, but on his bow he can
shoot out to 100 yards. The slide that
pivots the housing up and down
through the range operates very
smoothly, in part because the guide
rod is polished titanium. “That’s saves
weight and we found we could get
better tolerances with the titanium
than we could with a stainless steel
guide rod.”

The pin on this range adjustable
sight is fed by about 5 inches of fiber,
in your choice of .019, .029 and .039.

For more brightness, you can add a
Lethal Weapon light kit that has an
integral rheostat: Just hold down on
the body of the light and it goes from
dim all the way to bright.

Foxfire From CAP
The Foxfire sights in the Carolina

Archery Products line now owned by
Bear Archery have a new look, as the
splash anodized camo has more green
in it to better blend with current pat-
terns. The compact TP and TP Deluxe

have three pins that micro adjust ver-
tically, the difference being the Deluxe
comes with a light mounted on an
angle to the round pin guard. These
models and the single pin Foxfire SP
carry laser-engraved match marks
which are numbered, which makes it
easier to keep track of adjustments
and record sight settings. Since these
compact sights don’t have as much
vertical range as some larger sights,
Bear Archery is including a Sight Riser
in the package, an extra aluminum

NOBODY DOES IT  BETTER

C.S. Gibbs Corporation • (812) 689-9926 www.sureloc.com • U.S. Patent #RE36,266

LETHAL WEAPON® 1
MODEL 150

SUPREME with
BLACK EAGLE 
35MM SCOPE

• NEW ISOGRID HOUSING
equals more protection for pins

• NEW PIN BLOCK DESIGN
for even easier movement

• Available in Model 150 (1.5”)
or 200 (2.0”)

• TITANIUM GUIDE ROD
super-tough & 40% lighter!

• NEW MOUNTING BLOCK

• NEW 35mm SCOPE adds 
to line-up of Black Eagle scopes

• AMAZING SWAROVSKI
OPTIK® lens quality in a size 
for any archer

• Available in: 
42mm, 35mm, 29mm

TO
URNAMENT PROVEN QUALITY!

Circle 117 on Response Card
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Circle 212 on Response Card

plate that raises the sight for those
shooting short bows or who are using
a low anchor point.

Joining the Foxfire line is a lower
cost Eagle Eye with dual angled pin
tracks for its three rod-style pins, and
a Hawk Eye with straight pin tracks
and composite pin guard. These new
Foxfire sights have a reversible offset
guard and come with .029 fibers that
wrap the base of the pins. A dealer
ordering on the Gold Level with
Kinsey’s would pay just $21.48 for the
Hawkeye, while the TP Deluxe would
cost that same dealer $49.32.

Trophy Ridge
Sights from the Trophy Ridge

brand were in the next booth over
from the CAP models, because both
brands are now part of Bear Archery.
The Hudalla Associates sales reps
were helping Trophy Ridge National
Sales Manager Shawna Eva take
orders and answer questions during
the Kinsey’s Dealer Show in Hershey,
Pennsylvania.

Eva showed me HHOT pins made
through the metal injection molding
process. These steel pins are one
piece, all the way from the blade that
projects downward, to the support
that juts from it at 90 degrees, to the
round spool that holds the coiled
fiber. The fiber is nestled along the
edge and the blades are different
lengths to form a Center Point Aiming
System that stacks the green aim
points in a vertical line. Only the verti-
cal blade shows. On the patented
Hidden Horizontal Obstruction
Technology, the horizontal supports
are hidden by the pin guard.

“There is 2.5 feet of fiber per
spool,” Eva said, “so these are the
brightest sights we’ve ever come up
with. They’re a .019 diameter but they
almost look like a .029, because they
are so bright.”

The Outfitter-X sight Eva was
showing me can be considered the
next generation of the Matrix series,
and like that series of Vertical InLine
Pin models, there’s no individual pin
adjustments for elevation or windage.
You gang adjust the pin housing, and

use a torque adjustment if needed to
make sure the customer sees the pins
in-line when at full draw.  

The Outfitter X Guide-Series has
the same five pin design, but you can
turn a knob to make precision eleva-
tion adjustments, and a camo mole-
skin Whisper Kit comes installed on
the exterior. Both models can be
flipped over for your left-handed
shooters, Eva said, though that puts
the bubble on the top of the guard.

I asked Eva about the diamond

shaped points molded into the metal
pin on either side of the fiber aim
point. Those are there for situations
like shooting out of blind toward a
light sky, where your aim points may
dim and it would be hard to see where
one pin ended and the next started.
(Updated “TIC” pins are also being
used on the 2007 Matrix models, in
either .019 or .029)

Eva said some people just aren’t
comfortable with in-line pins like the
Outfitter X and Matrix have, or they

The Outfitter X Guide Series from Trophy Ridge
has inline pins made by metal injection molding.

Impact Archery’s Fulldraw is a range
adjustable sight you can adjust even at full
draw, by turning a knurled rod with your
fingers. Now it’s been joined by a Digidraw
that precisely reads out the range in yards.
Your customer sights it in by shooting with
it set at 10 yards, then pressing the button
when he’s on target. Do that once more at
20 yards, and the unit is programmed for
the bow speed, all the way up to 325 fps.
Bill Millican (right) said the unit is water-
proof and shockproof.
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want to be able to pin-gap as they aim
at an animal that’s between their sight
settings. This year Trophy Ridge has a
product for them, a Outfitter AX and
Outfitter Guide Series AX. They
resemble the X models until you look
at the pins, which are staggered and
angle down from 2 o’clock and up
from 4 o’clock. Like the Outfitter X, the
AX models in standard and Guide
Series are five pin sights that accept a
optional sixth pin.

Trophy Ridge should be shipping
its new sights by early March, Eva said.
She said she has agreed to spend time
both at the Gainesville, Florida Bear
Archery factory and at Escalade Sports
headquarters in Evansville, Indiana,
helping the popular sight and rest
brand make the transition to being
under new ownership.

Extreme Archery
Scott Rice of Extreme Archery was

a good one to ask about pin size pref-
erences in today’s market, because
that brand now offers a choice of .029,
.019, and .010 in its RT1000 model.
Last year hunting sight sales were
about evenly split between the avail-
able .029 and .019 fibers, he said.
Perhaps because the company was
using a .010 fiber in a scope housing
for tournament sights, it got requests
for that smaller fiber in hunting sights.

Rice said improvements in fiber
quality and the way they’re being
routed through sights like his mean
the smaller diameter fibers are just as
bright as the larger diameter fibers
were a few years ago. He suggested I
talk to Preston Edwards at the Gold
Tip booth, one of the first to get his
hands on an Extreme sight with the
ultra-fine pins.

“In the West we do hunt a lot of
open country, and the shooting dis-
tances are longer, so you need a finer
pin,” Edwards said. “And light-gather-
ing ability of the fiber isn’t so much of
an issue, because we don’t hunt so
much in heavy cover. Sometimes in
Western hunting situations you’ve got
so much light coming through the
fiber you get a glare or a halo around
the aim point. I think that little .010
pin of Extreme’s is going to be a good
seller.”

Circle 214 on Response Card

The new
RT 1000
sight from
Extreme
Archery
offers a
choice of
five  .010,
.119 or
.029 pins.
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LimbSaver 
LimbSaver's new Prism sight was

introduced with .029 fibers, but this
first entry into the sight market by the
anti-vibration experts is anything but
conventional. I interviewed George
Clark, formerly of Trophy Ridge and
now a Project Manager with Steven
Sims, Inc. in Washington, at
LimbSaver's big booth on the Kinsey’s
show floor. “The fascinating thing
about this sight is the light collection
device. It gathers and magnifies light
from the whole horizon with its
domed lens, and it’s so effective you
can even see your pin colors under
lunar light,” Clark told me.

With a slogan of “Products That
Work” Limbsaver wanted to make
sure its first sights offered additional
special features. “The achilles heel of
most sights is the pin, or the fiber
optic loop it carries,” Clark said. “We
wanted to develop a sight where it was
nearly impossible to break that fiber
optic.”

The five blade style pins on the
Prism sights protect the fiber in a
channel, so it’s surrounded on three
sides by metal. The pin is not formed
through the two step metal injection
molding process many sight pins are
using, when a powdered metal and
binders form a soft initial product that
then shrinks to its final form through
the application of high heat. “You can
do pretty creative things with MIM,
but there can be tolerance issues or
warping since it is very fragile when it
first comes out of the mold,” Clark
said.

Instead of going to a MIM ven-
dor, Sims got an Italian firm to mold
the pins of Liquidmetal, an alloy
which can be injection molded into
exact tolerances, with no secondary
heating process to produce the fin-
ished part. “After you kick it out of the
mold, it’s ready to go.” What’s in
Liquidmetal is a trade secret, but
Clark said the Liquidmetal pins are
stronger than steel or titanium, and
lighter as well. 

They’re also expensive, helping to
account for the $199 Minimum
Advertised Pricing that’s effective on

the Limbsaver Elite Prism. This sight
has five of the Liquidmetal pins
mounted horizontally with .029 fibers,
and a sixth adjustable pin with a
bright green .019 fiber that projects
down into the dip at the bottom of the
pin guard. That pin micro adjusts in
the same plane as the other pins, and

a marker tape is included so cus-
tomers can practice out to 90 or 100
yards. Would Clark shoot that far? If
he’s hit an animal that’s heading out of
sight, Clark said he’d definitely put an
arrow where he last saw the animal to
help him pick up the blood trail.

With the Limbsaver Elite Prism

George Clark had a hand in designing the new LimbSaver Prism sight with
its exotic Liquidmetal pins. The upper-end Elite model is pictured here, with
it’s adjustable bottom pin and fully adjustable bracket.

Donald Cronk of Montrose Sporting Goods
checks out the Feather Vision adapter to
mount lenses to the original Dead Nuts
sights by Copper John. The Ithaca, New
York lens manufacturer distributes scope
housings and is an equipment supplier to
several sight firms. It can also custom cut a
lens for every scope on the market.

Between the types of glass and optical
grade plastic the company handles, and the
coatings that are applied, a replacement
lens can run from $56.95 to $95 in seven
quality steps. Each lens is engraved with its
type and the diopter, a more precise mea-
surement than power.

Bert Cooley said where Feather Vision had
been offering a glass lens with a Zeiss coat-
ing, it now has a premium lens made of
Zeiss glass in the Zeiss factory.

Cooley said it’s becoming more common
for hunting sight companies to offer mag-
nified versions of multi-pin models. And
range adjustable hunting sights with lenses
are now being used in more tournaments.
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you also get a mount that incorpo-
rates very rugged 2nd and 3rd axis
adjustments. Navcom, the propri-
etary vibration damping material
from Sims, is used at vibration nodal
points along the sight housing.

If your customer balks at a sight
designed to retail for above $200,
stock the Limbsaver Prism Sight.
Unlike the Elite, it has a standard
mount and no adjustable sixth pin,
but both features can be added later.

G5 Outdoors
When you consider that Optix

sights from G5 Outdoors are molded,
not machined, the company’s deci-
sion to offer left-hand models for 2007
shows it is confident about sales vol-
umes. Peter Crawford heads sales for
G5, and said the market has been
open to the innovation of casting the
body of sights in molten magnesium,
rather than machining components
out of aluminum extrusions.
Magnesium has natural vibration-
damping properties, and it results in
sights so light some people wonder if

these Realtree-
finished sights
are made out of
plastic. In fact,
Crawford has
brought unfin-
ished sights to
shows, so people
can see the gray
metal and better
understand how
they are made.

“Magnesium
is 32 percent
lighter than alu-
minum, so with it
you can cram a
lot of features in a sight and still have
it weigh under 6 ounces,” Crawford
told me on the floor of the Kinsey’s
Dealer show. “When you’re hunting
out West or you’re in a hard-core hunt-
ing situation anywhere where you
have to hike your bow in a long way,
every ounce matters.”

In addition to using magnesium
for the sight body, mount and distinc-
tive pin guard with flared hood, G5

uses it for the pins. “Every other com-
ponent is either stainless steel or
brass,” Crawford pointed out.  “When
people buy a sight for $100 or more,
and it rusts up in the first two weeks,
that’s pretty annoying.”

All Optix sights use what G5 calls
Smart Pins, because by turning a sin-
gle set screw these cam-mounted pins
micro adjust individually three-quar-
ters of an inch while staying within the

Circle 159 on Response Card

We flipped this photo of the Optix ME model from G5
to show how the new left-hand version should look.
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centerline of the sight. Your customer
gets three .029 Smart Pins and a mold-
ed-in arrow bumper on the base
model Optix SE. Micro gang windage
and elevation adjustments are stan-
dard in this sight, which again comes
left or right hand for the first time.

The Optic LE has five individually
adjustable pins in either .019 or .029,
the same micro windage and eleva-
tion adjustments, and also features a
Harmonic Damper installed in the
mount.

The Optix ME is the top of the line
for 2007, with its standard LED light,
the three-way micro-adjustments,
and its included Harmonic Damper.
Three of the .029 or .019 Smart Pins
are fixed like those on the other sights.
The bottom, fourth pin is a “Floating
Smart Pin” with it’s own click adjust-
ments. Your customer may set that
one for 50 yards, then dial it further
down for long-range practice. “For
me, every click downward is another 3
yards,” Crawford said, “but I shoot a
slow, heavy arrow. A guy who shoots a
fast arrow may get out to 100 yards

with that pin.”
Crawford said at 60 yards, a .029

pin covers up a lot of the chest cavity
even of an elk, which is one reason for
the popularity of the newer .019 pin
size. “People also like it for shooting
indoors at the little animal targets,
because it covers up less of the kill
zone. And outdoors, past 40 yards,
you can still precisely place it on the
12 ring.”

G5 also has a new larger peep in
the META Peep Sight line, a 5/16 inch.
It’s formed of lightweight magnesium
in an hourglass shape to line up with
the sight at full draw. Other sizes avail-
able are a 3/32, 1/8, 3/16, and the 1/4
that led sales in 2006. Reach G5
Outdoors in Michigan at (866) 456-
8836.

Vital Gear
The colorful counter-top in front

of the Vital Gear booth at the Hershey
Convention Center was attracting
attention with its Glow Rings. These
bright short tubes fit inside the rear of
the sight guard and then are glued-in.
President Ben Afshari said they direct
more light into the pin guard to inten-
sify the aim point, and said they also

help the hunter “focus his mind into
the pin.”

Most 2007 sights from Vital Gear
can be ordered with the Glow Rings.
You can also order Glow Rings to add
to most existing Vital Gear sights.

Afshari sells four range adjustable
sights, including a new “subcompact”
GloGlide with just 5/8 inches of range
to move the pins through. New in
fixed pin sights is a Tracker 3 that
combines one vertical pin with two
that angle up from the four o’clock
position. The new Tracker 5 has four
angular pins, one vertical. 

Afshari believes when you angle

Circle 225 on Response Card

Vital Gear’s Ben Afshari designed a HollowMax sight-
ing system that uses a hollow ring sight at the rear to
center inside a front mounted sight ring with angular
pins or the HollowPino sighting system, so the string
peep can be eliminated. He builds a generic model and
this one for Mathews bows that bolts to the roller
guard arm. The HollowMax and this front sight are
both equipped with the flashy new Glow Rings.

Here’s how a shooter would line up his
view of the Hind Sight Dead Ringer.
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pins up from the side, it’s easier for the
mind to tune out the support posts
and concentrate on the aim points.
Nevertheless, he’s brought out a Spike
for 2007, with three horizontal pins for
customers who prefer a more conven-
tional sight picture. The Spike comes
standard with the new Glow Ring.

HollowPino sights from Vital have
crosshairs that form an open center,
which Afshari said reduces target
panic since archers can look at the
target through the hole. The new
Super HollowPino combines that
open center with a post sight whose
aim point appears below it. You can
also buy a HollowPino with a center
pin slanting up toward it from a differ-
ent mounting ring: that should allow
the peep sight to be eliminated since
any torquing will throw the alignment
of the twin sighting system off.

(Vital Gear has moved from
Pocatello, Idaho to Lexington,
Kentucky, in part so Afshari’s family
can be closer to where his oldest
daughter lives. Reach Vital Gear at
(859) 253-1003.)

Hind Sight
The Hind Sight company headed

by Don Priebe is the best-known of
the front-rear sight brands, and its
new black and white ads do the best
job yet of showing what your cus-
tomer sees in low-light situations. All
Hind Sight models use a rear scope
with tapered angled crosshairs mold-
ed of Proglow 20. That’s the most
advanced photoluminescence mate-
rials his firm could find, Priebe said,
and since it will glow for up to 14
hours in total darkness your customer
should never have a problem with it
fading out on a hunt.

Hind Sight still sells six styles of
“rear only” crosshairs your customer
can pair up with existing sights.
Among them is a new Magnum
Extreme which pairs the larger
Magnum rear aperture with a extend-
ed mounting bracket that requires a
good, steady hold to keep things lined
up.

For 2007 there are five “complete”
sighting systems from Hindsight,

including a new Ghost Rider and
Dead Ringer. Both incorporate a three
pin TruGlo Tru-Site Xtreme with
wrapped fibers, level and violet LED
light. With the Ghost Rider, the sight
bracket length has been designed so
the Magnum Rear Aperture blocks the
Tru-Site Xtreme's shooter’s ring, so all
you’ll see glowing is that pin’s aim
point, centered within the rear
crosshairs. The new Dead Ringer
offers a different sight picture, since
the smaller Hind Sight “original” aper-
ture appears surrounded by the glow-
ing shooter’s ring on the front sight.

One common issue with front
rear sights is how to line them up.
Priebe sights them in so the center,
red pin is lined up at full draw on your
mid-range, say 30 yards. Then keeping
the red centered in the crosshairs, he’ll
lower his arm to put his 20-yard pin
on the vitals. He’ll raise his arm to
shoot 40 yards , maintaining the same
form.

Reach Hind Sight at (734) 878-
2842. 

Circle 165 on Response Card
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Compound Bow Rifle Sight
The other way to shoot front-rear

sights is to tilt the bow slightly to bring
the other aim points into line. That’s
how I set up the  Compound Bow Rifle
Sight designed by Melvin Deien,
another advocate of “peep eliminat-
ing” models. Tilting the bow produces
a much larger point of impact change
than raising or lowering it, so with
Deien’s product with its rear V notch,
the front aim points can be set very
tight. (Deien may remind you of that
when you place an order, because he’s
known people to miss the backstop
entirely if they don’t take this into
account.) The V notch is flanked by
two fiber optic aim points, so in low
light you can center the appropriate
front pin between them. Lights are
now available to illuminate those rear
points: depending on what sight you
mount up front you may find you
don’t need a light on those pins.

The Universal bracket available

on one Rifle Sight model produces a
sighting plane up to 17 inches long, so
the Rifle Sight name isn’t an exaggera-
tion in reference to how fine it can
cause you to hold. 

Reach the manufacturer in Illinois
at (618) 526-4427. 

TruGlo & Apex
TruGlo has some dramatic new

products and an entire Apex line of
sights that might be considered the
“pro-shop series” from this Texas-
based firm.

Danny Kerley had a hand in
designing the Apex series, and
reminded me that most hunting
sights use a body and head joined by
dovetails that provide your windage
and elevation adjustments. While
you typically have enough windage
to get the pins lined up for any shoot-
er, elevation adjustments can be
trickier. “Store owners tell us they’ve
got customers with a higher anchor
point or a low anchor point, and if
they can fit them at all they’re having
to clamp the sight head out at the
end of the dovetail.” That doesn’t look
the best and it also can result in

increased vibration at the shot.
For the Atomic series of sights

under this new Apex brand, elevation
adjustment is provided through a
dial-like pivoting extension arm that
can be set an any angle to get the head
at the height you need. Then you pivot
the sight head on its round windage
bar, to square it up to the shooter’s
eye. With no need for elevation dove-
tails, the designers could take a new
approach to the styling of the sight.
“You can have curves now, a racier,
unique look,” Kerley commented.
“And all Atomic sights will fit both left
and right hand: you flip them over
and move the bubble level to the other
set of mounting holes.”

These new sights have thin metal
blade-style pins supporting the .029
fibers, and standard violet LED lights.
There’s a one  pin, four pin and six pin
model, with both ends of the fiber
routed to aim points on the latter two.
The one pin is the most affordable
Apex Atomic sight, with a suggested
retail price of $49.99.

Blade style sight pins are also a
feature of the Nitrus models, a step
above the Atomic in price because

You can jam a finger, or a branch, through the new Razor Sight from Truglo
and not damage the tough stainless steel blade that carries the image of
the hidden fiber optic aim  point to the shooter’s eye . I didn’t ask Mark
Garcia (above) how visibility is affected if the blade is wet or frost-covered.

Circle 225 on Response Card
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these four and six pin models have
pins that are individually micro
adjustable for elevation. 

The six pin sight uses a big 2 inch
pin guard with the .019 fibers running
on the inside and then looping
through a clear housing under the
violet LED. This top-end model offers
micro-adjust windage and elevation
and a removable dovetail bar with
detents.

The four-pin Nitrus models out-
fitted with .029 come with standard or
micro-adjust gang adjustments.

If your customers prefer a five pin
sight, the Apex Inferno offers that.
Here the spooled fibers are fed
through thin stainless steel tubes
instead of alongside blade-style pins.

I’d heard TruGlo's Lorraine
Hellinghausen and Mark Garcia talk
about the new brand a few weeks ear-
lier, during a press conference at the
ATA Show in Atlanta, Georgia.

“Truglo has struggled for the last
couple of years with the question of
‘do we do a pro series?’”
Hellinghausen said. “The guys who
are buying $800 to $1,200 bows don’t
necessarily want a sight that retails for
$59.99. We know there’s a elite sports-
man out there and that led us to cre-
ate Apex Gear. It’s a brand of Truglo
that will go beyond archery in the
years to come. But since we started in
archery with Truglo, we felt it was
appropriate to start in the archery
industry again with Apex Gear.”

Garcia said the company took the
upper end models it was working on,
and put them in the Apex line. But the
Truglo brand wasn’t forgotten.
TruGlo's Range Rover range
adjustable models were redesigned to
accept the LED light and now include
a three-pin and a one-pin model. 

“Another category
we went after this year
was the pendulum
market,” Garcia said.
“We’ve developed a
new pendulum series
that was all metal, and
runs on a pivoting axis
system. It offers nice
fluid movement and is
real quiet at the shot.
You can lock it down for
hunting from the

ground.” TruGlo's pendulum sights
come with a fixed bracket or on a
range adjustable bracket, with a light
or the company’s Tritium Fiber Optic.

The TruSite Xtreme Compact
Series  has a new micro-adjust three
and four pin model with the smaller
1.6 inch pin guard many competitive
shooters prefer.

“On our TruSite Xtreme (with 2
inch guard) we’ve added a .019, seven
pin, fully micro adjustable sight,”
Garcia said. “A lot of the demand for
that seven-pin sight came from target
shooters that wanted to shoot longer
distances. We also have a lot of archers
going out West
antelope hunt-
ing or mule deer
hunting, who
need a seven pin
sight to shoot at
those extended
ranges.”

Refinements
to existing sight
series won’t gen-
erate the same
level of interest
as the Truglo
Razor, which I
had a chance to
handle in both
Atlanta and
Hershey. There
are no pins in the
new Razor
sights, because
the four aim
points appear as
a reflection on
the polished
stainless steel
blade that verti-
cally splits the
housing.

Garcia showed me how the ends
of the fiber optics are carried in the
pin blocks, protected within the body
of the sight but aimed at the blade
which has a polished surface set at 45
degrees to the shooter’s view. It works
similar to how my car projects speed
and turn signals and high beam on
the windshield, and like my Pontiac
Bonneville it uses a rheostat on the
included light so you can adjust the
image for good contrast in different
lighting conditions.  (Fibers do wrap
the pin guard and the light is remov-
able for those hunting for P&Y tro-
phies.)

“The Razor has the look and feel
of a normal sight, but it incorporates
fiber optic imaging,” Garcia said.
“What you’re looking at is an image of
the fiber optic end, set at an angle to
the blade.”

You do have to line the sight up
carefully or the images wink out,
which to Garcia’s way of thinking is an
added benefit. Not only has the dura-
bility of the sight “gone out the roof”
because there are no pins to break,
but he said the sight design should

Circle 154 on Response Card

Apex Atomic
Single Pin sight.
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reduce left and right hits due to
torquing the bow.

“I found when I was testing the
sight this fall, my arrows went from a
shotgun grouping to a group just 2
inches wide. I still had a 5 inch group,
but my left and right hits were virtu-
ally eliminated,” Garcia said.

Truglo will sell a standard Razor
and a tool-free version that micro-
adjusts for windage and elevation.
Get more information on the Truglo
sights for 2007 by calling (888)-887-
8456.

For an Apex catalog and pricing
information, call (877) 701-APEX.

Summit’s Hot Dog
With the backing of the giant

Ebsco Industries that owns it,
Summit  Treestands has been
expanding into ATV accessories and
tillage equipment. Now the Alabama
firm founded in 1981 by John Woller,
Sr., has taken a dramatic leap into the
market for bow sights, with a new
Hot Dot treestand sight that uses
electronic circuits, image projection
and a clear plastic screen to give the
hunter his aim point. Actually, my
analogy about my car speed reading
out on the windshield is a closer fit to
Summit’s new sight than to Truglo’s
Razor, because both the Bonneville
and the Hot Dog sight borrow from
the “heads up” displays long used in
fighter aircraft to project gun and
rocket sights.

Summit says from a treestand
the Hot Dog projects a single illumi-
nated dot to serve as your pin for any
shot out to 30 yards. The clear reflec-
tive screen provides a full field of
view of  your target. Past 30 yards, a
wheel is turned to switch the display
to fixed pins you set at any distance. 

Because this unit employs elec-
tronics to compute angles, rather
than a simple swing, Summit was
able to design in other features.
Instead of a bubble, the Top Dog has
a built-in electronic level that switch-
es off the unit if the bow tilts too far to
the side, and a battery saver mode
that powers down the unit after five
minutes of inactivity. You don’t have
to fumble for a switch when a deer
does come into range, because the
Hot Dot instantly reactivates at the

slightest touch of the bow. The uni-
versal design allows it to be mounted
on the left or right side of the bow. The
sight can be set up with thumbscrews
and the intensity of the LED can be
adjusted with no tools. 

As noted earlier, a rotating wheel
allows the user to easily select
between pendulum, single pin and
multiple pin modes. Up to six pins are
available to set at desired distances for
fixed pin shooting. If your customer
wants the fixed pin option, they’re
looking at a suggested retail price of
$159.99. If all they want is the world’s
most sophisticated treestand sight,
then the suggested retail price for the
pendulum-only unit is $139.99.

For more information, contact
Summit at (256) 353-0634.

The new Hot Dog sight from
Summit Treestands is being intro-
duced with ads that say it takes
any excuses away for missing.

H-T ARCHERY PRODUCTS LLC.
106 Lakeshore Dr.

Conroe,Texas 77304
www.pinwheelbowsights.com

936-756-2717
h-tarchery@consolidated.net
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Two types of arrow rests are
dominating the current mar-
ket.  I am sure you have run

across them and are trying to figure
out how to keep up with all the
changes.  Of course, these are full-
capture and drop-away rests.  If you
are serious about selling rests, you
need to stay on top of the technology
in these two categories at a mini-
mum.

FULL CAPTURE RESTS
I’m not sure what name this cat-

egory of rests goes by officially, but I
call them full capture rests.  They
hold the arrow from all sides so no
matter how you tip, twitch or lean
your bow, the arrow can’t fall off the
rest.  It will always be right where you

need it when you draw
the string.  No wind or
shaky bow arm can
cause it to malfunction
and cost you (or your
customers) a shot at an
animal.

Whisker Biscuit is the undisputed
king of the full capture rest market.
Bear Archery recently purchased
Carolina Archery Products, the maker
of the Whisker Biscuit, so you will be
getting your Biscuits from a different
source now.  I recently spoke with
Mark Wenberg, Accessories Product
Manager for Bear Archery, about the
Whisker Biscuit product line and the
transition period that is occurring as
they assimilate the business.  

“We have been very happy with

the continued strong response we
have gotten to Whisker Biscuit and
all of Carolina Archery Products’
accessory items,” he said.  “We don’t
have any immediate plans to change
the rests.  They have been very suc-
cessful and work well in their current
design, but I’m sure in the future we
will look at a few modifications.  Our
number one priority regarding the
Whisker Biscuit is to continue to look
for new and creative ways to promote
the brand. Most bowhunters are
aware of the product; we just want to

108

The Whisker Biscuit fully contains the arrow so it can
never fall off the rest. These rests and the Foxfire sights
developed by Carolina Archery Products are now made at
the Bear Archery factory in Gainesville, Florida.
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keep it in front of them so when they
go to buy a new rest, they consider
the Whisker Biscuit.”

That is good news for anyone
who sells the Whisker Biscuit.  As
popular as it is already, the efforts of
Bear Archery to make it even better
known will surely bring increased
visibility and increased sales.  This
sure-thing winner inspired an entire
category of rests.  You really can’t go
wrong stocking this product.  It is
obvious when you look at the pack-
age what the rest does and how it
works and that makes it very appeal-
ing to casual archers and those who
live and die by the adage “keep it
simple stupid”.  

I have heard
some backlash about
the Biscuit from seri-
ous archers who state
that, at least in theory,
the Biscuit has to be
less accurate.  They
contend that because
it maintains contact
with the arrow longer
than other rests it
therefore allows the
shooter to have more
affect (for the worse)
on accuracy if his
follow-through and
overall form aren’t
excellent. I can under-
stand where they are
coming from. It always
makes sense to get the
arrow away from the
influence of the bow as
quickly as possible so
any grip-grabbing or
riser torquing has less
adverse affect.  

However, at the
distances that most
average bowhunters
shoot, this is not a
huge issue.  Also, I
have not found the
claims to be true in
my case.  I wouldn’t
say I have the world’s
greatest form – cer-
tainly good, but not
world class.  I have not
had any problems
shooting the Biscuit

accurately at 60 yards.  While the rest
may not be for Olympic competi-
tion, it is fine for 30 and 40 yard
bowhunting.

With the success of the Whisker
Biscuit, you will see a growing num-
ber of other models on the market
that try to do what the Biscuit does.
In fact, one of the most interesting of
this new style of rests is the Air-Rest
from Double Take Archery.  

The Air-Rest features a circular
magnet through which the arrow
slides.  When the tip of the arrow
reaches the magnetic ring just as the
archer reaches full draw, the arrow’s
oppositely charged insert causes the
arrow to immediately levitate and

automatically center in the middle of
the rest.  When you shoot the arrow,
it flies cleanly through the rest with-
out contact.  I have only heard of one
criticism of the Air-Rest.  Some
experts feel it is important for the
arrow to receive more guidance than
the approximately 1/4 inch it
receives from the magnets of the Air-
Rest before it is free to find its own
course.  It is worth asking this ques-
tion, and doing a bit of experiment-
ing on your own.

The Air-Rest is a year old.
Certainly not old by any standard,
but it was the last full capture rest to
make waves.  On the other hand,
there seems to be a never-ending
stream of innovative drop-away
arrow rests.  There was much more
activity in this segment of the market
in 2007.

DROP-AWAY RESTS
Drop-away rests make sense for

three reasons.  First, they will work
just as well with carbon arrows as
they do with aluminum.  In fact, that
is the main reason they became
highly popular in the first place.
Because they drop away before the
fletching can make contact, you can
use a small diameter arrow without
fear of contact.  

That is not the case with conven-
tional arrow rests whose launchers
must be positioned close together to
keep the arrow from falling through.
When you move these launchers
close together, you increase the odds
of heavy contact between the rest
and the fletching and that will result
in poor arrow flight.  The kind of
aggressive helical fletching that
hunters like to use to stabilize their
broadhead flight at high arrow
speeds makes this situation even
worse.  However, with the drop-away
rest there are no problems when
shooting carbon arrows with helical
fletching.  That is why I use drop-
away rests – so I can use aggressive
helical fletching with my small
diameter arrows.

Drop-away rests also make sense
because many will automatically
pick the arrow up off the rest shelf,
regardless of where it lies, and center
it as you draw.  While this is not as
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The Muzzy Zero Effect has a long upward curving launch-
er that scoops the arrow off the rest shelf and positions it
precisely for the shot. It’s accurate enough that some tour-
nament pros shoot it and in 2006  models were added to
better fit bows from Mathews and Hoyt.

Quality Archery Designs Ultra Rest features full contain-
ment with a drop-away rest design. This concept is
becoming more popular in today’s drop-away rests.
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idiot-proof as the full capture rests,
which allow you to turn the bow
upside down if you want to, drop-
away rest are better at controlling
your arrow before and during the
draw than conventional shoot-
through launcher-style rests.  

You can find classic examples of
this automatic centering capability
in two of the first popular drop-away
rests: Muzzy Zero Effect and Trophy
Taker Shaky Hunter.  The Muzzy Zero
Effect has a long upward curving
hook that picks up the arrow from
the rest shelf and centers it as you
draw.  If the arrow is anywhere on the
rest shelf, the Zero Effect will snag it
and gravity will feed it to the proper
position for the shot.  The Zero Effect
is also one of the few drop-away rests
that operates off the movement of
the cable guard slide rather than the
downward traveling cable.

In other words, something has to
pull the rest up when you draw the
bow.  Most drop-away rests use
spring tension to hold the rest in the

downward position and a cord
attached from the rest to the down-
ward traveling cable to raise the
launcher.  The Muzzy Zero Effect is
driven entirely by the linkage
between the cable guard slide
(included with the rest) and the piv-
oting launcher assembly.  When the
slide moves back (when you draw
the bow), it lifts the launcher and
when the slide moves forward (dur-
ing release), it drives the launcher
down and out of the way.

Muzzy makes the Zero Effect for
all styles of bows (short, parallel limb
bows, Mathew’s bows with roller
guards and Hoyt’s Tec series risers).
The new 2007 Zero Effect rests are
also easier to install and come with
an instructional DVD.

Earlier I mentioned that drop-
away rests can’t totally control the
arrow even when you hold the bow
upside down like the full capture
rests can.  That was not exactly true.
Both the Ripcord and the Quality
Archery Designs Ultra Rest will
accomplish this goal and this year
two more companies came out with
drop-away rests that will also

achieve this
goal.

Tr o p h y
Taker makes
one of them.
If my memo-
ry serves me
c o r r e c t l y ,
Trophy Taker
and the Zero
Effect came
out the same
year.  I can
r e m e m b e r
the ATA
Show but not
the exact
year – maybe
1997, or so.
Dan Evans
had a booth
buried in the
catacombs of
the Hoosier
Dome at the
ATA Archery
Trade Show
in Indian-
apolis.  His

product was one of the few that peo-
ple found worth the hike down the
hall and through the maze to get to
that separate room.  Dan was so new
and so hungry for attention that he
actually gave a friend of mine one of
those early rests.  My friend was
there only to gather literature from
all the booths for my files, but that
was good enough for Dan Evans.  My,
how things have changed.  Dan is no
less gracious today, but he no longer
needs word of mouth support from
Literature Boy.  

Dan’s new rest is the X-treme FC.
The guard goes all the way around
the rest launcher and completely
contains the arrow.  You have to feed
the arrow in at an angle and then
snap the nock on the string.  Because
the slot in the rest guard is angled,
the arrow can’t get back out once you
have loaded it on the string.  

I spoke with Dan about the rest
at the ATA Show in Atlanta.  Of
course, the advantage is obvious;
you don’t ever have to worry about
your arrow again.  The extra wide,
angled launcher will lift it up and
center it every time you draw the
bow.  The X-treme FC features all the
advantages of a full capture rest and
all the advantages of a drop-away
rest.  Dan sees this as a trend we will
likely see more of in the drop-away
market.  He expects that more drop-
away rest makers will incorporate
the full capture aspects of his X-
treme FC and those of the Ripcord
and the Ultra-Rest.

The second new capture style
drop-away rest to hit the market this
year is the highly innovative Sizzor
from New Archery Products.  This
rest uses two fingers that clamp
down on the arrow from the top and
bottom to cradle the arrow.  The
arrow can’t fall off the rest no matter
what angle you turn the bow – even if
you hold it upside down.  It has the
appearance of a scissors, thus the
name. When you release the string,
the cord attached to the downward
traveling harness moves quickly
toward the rest.  On the other end it
attaches to a spring loaded hammer
that trips a firing pin.  The two fin-
gers snap out away from the arrow
producing a huge degree of fletching

Call your Dealer and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!

1215 Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
Phone 616-846-8844 • Fax 616-846-6408
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Call your Distributor and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!

Circle 136 on Response Card
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clearance so the arrow is free to fly
cleanly past the riser and out of the
bow.

If you decide not to shoot and
must let the string down without
releasing, the cord and hammer
moved too slowly (no matter how
fast you let down) to trigger the rest.
The launchers don’t open and the
arrow remains fully captured and
ready for the next time you draw.  

NAP’s Bob Mizek believes that
the new Sizzor represents the future
of drop-away rests, because it incor-
porates all that is good about full
capture rests with all that is good
about drop-away rests.  It also pro-
duces maximum guidance for the
arrow (it takes a while for the ham-
mer to get to the firing pin) before
moving quickly out of the way.  Also,
because it operates behind the riser,

the riser design itself (the location of
the rest mount hole versus the arrow
shelf) has no affect on how well it
provides fletching clearance.  It is
one of the smartest designs on the
market.

Steve Johnson at Spot-Hogg is
another smart inventor.  He has
done extensive testing with his
Hooter Shooter shooting machines
and super slow
motion video
equipment to the
point where I
believe he may
understand bow
design and arrow
flight as well as
anyone alive.
Steve knows
what makes for
accurate, consis-

tent arrow delivery.  When I heard
that he had invented a new drop-
away arrow rest called the Whammy
that operates differently from other
models on the market, I was all ears.

Watch the slow motion video on
Spot-Hogg’s website (www.spot-
hogg.com) for an overview of how it
works.  You will see that the new
Whammy works the opposite of

Circle 250 on Response Card

Tom Staszak of NAP says the Scissors is
the most accurate drop-away the company
has ever sold, in part because of it’s light-
ning fast action after supporting the
arrows for 7 or 8 inches as it accellerates.

Spot-Hogg’s
Whammy works
differently from
most drop-away
rests, with its
launchers that
spring upward.

New Archery Products is
bringing back a great old
name in arrow rests with the
the QuikTune Flipper, a full
containment drop-away
that uses the friction of the
arrow resting on a rubber
cam to pivot it forward and
out of the way. A magnet
holds the rest in the upright
position and brushes at each
side keep it in position even
if the hunter tips his bow to
90 degrees or more. NAP
says the QuikTune Flipper
sets up easily in about five
minutes. MSRP is a moderate
$55.99.

(616) 796-0063
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most other drop-away rests.  You
attach the cord to the upward travel-
ing harness.  The launchers are
spring-loaded upward instead of
downward.  The cord has tension at
rest and is slack at full draw.  Here’s
how that set of dynamics produces
exceptional arrow flight.  The
launchers are in the up position at
rest so you load the arrow as you
normally would.  When you draw the
bow, the tension on the cord disap-
pears.  When you shoot, the cord
snaps tight as the harness now
moves downward quickly.  As it
snaps tight, the cord yanks the
launchers down and then releases
them to flip back up on their own.  

The advantages of this rest are
two-fold.  First, the launcher pro-
vides the maximum amount of guid-
ance and cushioning action for the
arrow as it accelerates forward.
Steve has shown that this guidance is
critical to consistent accuracy.
Second, because the harness pulls
the launchers down rather than rely-
ing on a spring to do the job, the
launchers move much quicker and
get out of the way of the fletching
faster.  You can provide the high
degree of guidance Johnson recom-
mends without worrying about
fletching contact.  After the launch-

ers bottom they quickly reset and
pop back to their upright position –
well after the arrow has left the bow.

Like the innovative Sizzor from
NAP, the Whammy makes a ton of
sense.  You gain more guidance for
the arrow without creating fletching
contact.  As you can see, the world of
drop-away rests continues to get
more and more sophisticated.  

Not only are the rests more
sophisticated, there are now more
companies making arrow rests.  Sims
Vibration Laboratory, makers of the
LimbSaver, has now entered the rest
and sight markets with a LimbSaver
Arrow Rest and their new LimbSaver
Prism Sight. The LimbSaver rest is a
conventional drop-away rest with a
couple of nice features.  The rest has
an adjustable stop that allows the
launcher to bottom on the rest shelf

(on a pad of Navcom provided) or to
stop short of hitting the riser, if you
choose.  

Also, the lever that you attach
the cord to for rest activation has a
pair of adjustment settings so you
can run the rest off the downward
moving harness or off the cable
guard slide.  This gives you the flexi-
bility you need to set the rest up
exactly how you wish.

One final new drop-away rest
worth noting is the Cobra Double
Diamond Drop Away.  It is a clean,
streamlined conventional drop-
away rest that relies on a cord
attached to the downward traveling
harness to raise the launchers
against spring tension.  As men-
tioned, it is a simple design with
obvious, solid adjustments that are
independent.  You won’t affect

windage when you
change elevation, for
example.  The Double
Diamond has a steel
launcher with a deep
V that holds the arrow
solidly in place when
you draw the bow.
You don’t have to
worry about shaking
it off the launcher.  

This cobbled up rest on Steve Sims’
bow circa 2000 eventually led to the
creation of the new Limbsaver Drop-
Away arrow rest at right.

Cobra’s new Double
Diamond Drop Away

Circle 221 on Response Card
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“The best thing to happen to archery since 
the invention of the compound bow.”

Crazy Horse Archery

Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,   
thereby eliminating specific draw length, 

so that anyone can shoot the same bow.

• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no 
specific draw length 

• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure 
or fit for draw length 

• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t 
develop bad habits 
because the draw 
length is always right

Genesis® Technology™

Everyone can shoot the same bow 

The Genesis®bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®

Technology,TM it fits virtually everyone 
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30") 

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like 
a 35 lb. recurve 

• All the advantages 
of single-cam 
technology

Any bow can 
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis

®

bow
changes lives! 
The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students 
and educators alike... 

“It is such a joy to see kids learning, 
developing skills, getting involved, and 
having fun. There is absolutely no down-
side to this program. Any school not 
offering this to their children is missing 
a golden opportunity.” 
Rich Prewitt – principal 
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching 
a sport in an educational setting in my 
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially, 
emotionally, mentally and physically.” 
Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher 
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’ 
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience 
a little success with a Genesis bow.” 
Kyle McKune 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.” 
Scott Ricks 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Schools are discovering [another] big 
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher 
on archery days.” 
Central Kentucky News Journal

The Genesis® bow... The Genesis® bow... 

2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-1779

For the next generation!

Want to help get archery in your schools? 
Visit www.genesisbow.com

Supporter of
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